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Ballot Name: 
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Ballot Name: 

TECHNICAL MERIT   

UPC TIA # 002-15 

Ballot Status: Ballot has closed  Ballot Status: Ballot has closed 

Members Eligible to Vote: 29  Members Eligible to Vote: 29 

Vote Summary  Vote Summary 

Option Count  Option Count 

AFFIRMATIVE 1  AFFIRMATIVE 4 

NEGATIVE 28  NEGATIVE 25 

ABSTAIN 0  ABSTAIN 0 

     

Voter Name Vote  Voter Name Vote 

Ribbs, Phil Affirmative  Trafton, April Affirmative 

Soskin, Laurence Negative w/comment  Rodio, Arnold Affirmative 

Pape, Thomas Negative w/comment  Ribbs, Phil Affirmative 

Summers, Don Negative w/comment  Carroll, Marguerite Affirmative 

Ballanco, Julius Negative w/comment  Soskin, Laurence Negative w/comment 

LeVan, William Negative w/comment  Pape, Thomas Negative w/comment 

Tabakh, Amir Negative w/comment  Summers, Don Negative w/comment 

Barbato, Domenico Negative w/comment  Ballanco, Julius Negative w/comment 

Adler, Bob Negative w/comment  LeVan, William Negative w/comment 

Feehan, Pennie Negative w/comment  Tabakh, Amir Negative w/comment 

Trafton, April Negative w/comment  Barbato, Domenico Negative w/comment 

Chang, Ian Negative w/comment  Adler, Bob Negative w/comment 

Mann, David Negative w/comment  Feehan, Pennie Negative w/comment 

Surrena, Donald Negative w/comment  Chang, Ian Negative w/comment 

Brown, Jeremy Negative w/comment  Mann, David Negative w/comment 

Rodio, Arnold Negative w/comment  Surrena, Donald Negative w/comment 

Berger, Donald Negative w/comment  Brown, Jeremy Negative w/comment 

Cudahy, Michael Negative w/comment  Berger, Donald Negative w/comment 

Scarano, Anthony Negative w/comment  Cudahy, Michael Negative w/comment 

Salberg, Martin Negative w/comment  Scarano, Anthony Negative w/comment 

Stack, Jim Negative w/comment  Salberg, Martin Negative w/comment 

Sigler, Matt Negative w/comment  Stack, Jim Negative w/comment 

Daniels, Dan Negative w/comment  Sigler, Matt Negative w/comment 

Bloice, Sylvanus Negative w/comment  Daniels, Dan Negative w/comment 

Fischer, John Negative w/comment  Bloice, Sylvanus Negative w/comment 

Aguilar, Sarah Negative w/comment  Fischer, John Negative w/comment 

Nielsen, John Negative w/comment  Aguilar, Sarah Negative w/comment 

Carroll, Marguerite Negative w/comment  Nielsen, John Negative w/comment 

Campbell, Philip Negative w/comment  Campbell, Philip Negative w/comment 
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Proposed language for TIA: 
 
1. Revise 205.0 to read as follows: 
 
205.0 

 

Circuit Vent – The vent that connects to a horizontal drainage branch and vents two traps to a maximum 
of eight traps connected into a battery of fixtures. 
 

 

2. Revise 911.0 to read as follows: 
 

911.0 Circuit Venting. 

911.1 Circuit Vent Permitted. A maximum of eight fixtures floor-outlet water closets, showers, bathtubs, or 
floor drains connected to a horizontal branch drain shall be permitted to be circuit vented. Each fixture 
drain trap arm shall connect horizontally to the horizontal branch being circuit vented in accordance with 
Table 1002.2. The horizontal branch drain shall be classified as a drain and a vent from the most 
downstream fixture drain trap arm connection to the most upstream fixture drain trap arm connection to 
the horizontal branch. 
Exception: Back-outlet water closets shall be permitted to be circuit vented provided that no floor-outlet 
fixtures are connected to the same horizontal branch. 

911.1.1 Multiple Circuit-Vented Branches. Circuit-vented horizontal branch drains are permitted to be 
connected together. Each group of a maximum of eight fixtures shall be considered a separate circuit 
vent and shall be in accordance with the of this section. 

911.2 Circuit Vent Size and Connection. The circuit vent size shall be in accordance with Table 703.2 
according to the number of circuit vented fixtures connected to the horizontal branch but shall be not less 
than 2 inches (50 mm) in diameter and the connection shall be located between the two most upstream 
fixture drains. The vent shall connect to the horizontal branch on the vertical between the two most 
upstream trap arms. The circuit vent pipe shall not receive the discharge of a soil or waste. 

911.2.1 Multiple Circuit Vents. When multiple circuit vents are interconnected according to Section 
911.4.1, each individual circuit vent shall be sized according to Section 911.2. The vent pipe 
connecting each circuit vent shall be sized according to Table 703.2. 

911.3 Slope and Size of Horizontal Branch. The slope of the vent section of the horizontal branch drain 
shall be not more than 1 inch per foot (83.3 mm/m). The entire length of the vented section of the 
horizontal branch drain shall be sized for the total drainage discharge to the branch. 

911.3.1 Size of Multiple Circuit Vent. Multiple circuit vented branches shall be permitted to connect on 
the same floor level. Each separate circuit-vented horizontal branch that is interconnected shall be 
sized independently in accordance with Section 911.3. The downstream circuit-vented horizontal 
branch shall be sized for the total discharge into the branch, including the upstream branches and the 
fixtures within the branch. 

911.4 911.3 Relief Vent. A 2 inch (50 mm) relief vent shall be provided for circuit-vented horizontal 
branches receiving the discharge of four or more water closets and when connecting to a drainage stack 
that receives the discharge of soil or waste from upper horizontal branches. 



911.4.1 911.3.1 Connection and Installation. The relief vent shall connect to the horizontal branch drain 
between the stack and the most downstream fixture drain trap arm of the circuit vent. The relief vent 
shall be installed on the vertical to the horizontal branch. 
911.4.2 911.3.2 Fixture Drain or Branch. The relief vent is permitted to be serve as a fixture drain or 
fixture branch for a fixture located within the same branch interval as the circuit-vented horizontal 
branch. Fixtures The dischargeing to a relief vent shall be one or two fixture unit fixtures but shall not 
exceed a total of 4 fixture units. 

911.4 Slope and Size of Horizontal Branch. The vented section of the horizontal branch shall be uniformly 
sloped and not more than 1 inch per foot (83.3 mm/m). The entire length of the vented section of the 
horizontal branch shall be sized for the total drainage discharge to the branch according to Table 703.2. 

911.4.1 Multiple Circuit-Vented Branches. Circuit-vented horizontal branches are permitted to be 
connected together. Each group of a maximum of eight fixtures shall be considered a separate circuit 
vent and shall be in accordance with Section 911.4.1.1 and Section 911.4.1.2. 

911.4.1.1 Size of Parallel Horizontal Branches. Parallel horizontal circuit vented branches shall be 
permitted to connect on the same floor level. Each separate circuit-vented horizontal branch that 
is interconnected shall be sized independently in accordance with Section 911.4.  
911.4.1.2 Size of Continuous Horizontal Branches. Two or more circuit vented systems continuous 
on the same horizontal branch shall be uniformly sized for the total discharge into the branch. 

911.5 Additional Fixtures. Fixtures, other than the circuit-vented fixtures, are permitted to discharge to the 
horizontal branch drain. Such fixtures shall be located on the same floor as the circuit-vented fixtures and 
shall be either individually or common vented. 

 
 
Substantiation: 
Technical Merit: 
 

1. Because of the public concern that the current code language is confusing and unclear as to the meaning, 

application, and enforcement of circuit venting, increasing the liability of incorrect and unintended 

installations, the committee recommends this Tentative Interim Amendment. The proposed changes rectify 

this confusion by adding significant clarity to the provisions of the code, correcting improper terminology, 

removing uncertain phrases, and by arranging the provisions more suitable to the components of the 

system.  

The revision begins with adding a definition for circuit venting and identifying the number and 

specific kinds of fixtures allowed for a circuit vent that is not present in the current edition. This will curtail 

unintended installations. Circuit venting is applied only to specific floor mounted fixtures in battery. The 

term fixture drain is improperly used and is corrected with the proper term of trap arm. A reference to 

Table 1002.2 was needed to limit trap arm length. An exception was added to allow back-outlet water 

closets commonly used in commercial applications, which are not floor-outlet fixtures.  

The rest of the provisions are arranged by components. First, the circuit vent pipe provisions. 

Second, the relief vent pipe provisions. Third, the horizontal branch provisions. Fourth, additional fixtures 

connected to the circuit vented horizontal branch.  

The revision adds circuit vent sizing by referencing Table 703.2. Currently, there is no guidance 

for circuit vent sizing other than a minimum size of two inches. For example, eight public water closets on 

a circuit vented horizontal branch is a total of 32 fixture units. Referring to Table 703.2, the vent is required 

to be three inches rather than two. Without this Table reference, there was no guidance to suggest an 

increase of the circuit vent size. Furthermore, the provisions allow other than circuit vented fixtures to 

connect to the circuit vent without indicating how they impact the size of the circuit vent. Therefore, clarity 

was added to identify only the circuit vented fixtures are used with Table 703.2 to size the circuit vent. 

Multiple circuit vented branches are also allowed to connect together without any guidance on how to size 

the horizontal vent connecting all the individual circuit vents. Hence, a new subsection, 911.2.1 was added 

to address this omission.  

The relief vent can also serve as a fixture drain with a total of four fixture units. This needed 

restriction since fixtures such as clothes washers, public wash fountains, and commercial sinks were not 

intended to discharge into the relief vent. Therefore, the revision restricts the discharges to one and two 

fixture unit fixtures.  



The horizontal branch provisions needed the most revision. Section 911.3.1 is mistitled since the 

provisions do not apply to the circuit vent, but to the horizontal branch. Furthermore, the language is 

confusing and suggests more a parallel application than a continuous application for multiple circuit vented 

horizontal branches connecting together. Therefore, the revision makes a distinction in application of 

multiple circuit vented branches – parallel and continuous. The sizing is different for each application. For 

the parallel application, the circuit vented horizontal branches are sized independently. For the continuous 

application, the circuit vented horizontal branches are uniformly sized for the combined discharge into the 

branch.    

 

2. The figures illustrate the intent of the proposed code language. Figure 1 displays the basic requirements of 

where the circuit vent needs to connect to the horizontal branch, the maximum number of fixtures allowed, 

and the uniform sizing of the horizontal branch. Figure 2 displays trap arm distance requirements. Figure 3 

illustrates multiple circuit vented branches. On one horizontal branch, the first group of eight fixtures 

include six water closets and two floor drains. Assuming emergency floor drains with 0 fixture units, the 

upstream circuit vent is two inches serving the first group of 24 fixture units. The downstream circuit vent 

is two inches, serving the second group of four water closets and one floor drain having 16 fixture units. 

Where the two circuit vents connect, Table 703.2 requires the vent size to increase to three inches serving 

40 fixture units. Figure 4 displays the requirement of a relief vent needed when there is a battery of toilets 

discharging into a stack receiving waste from above.  

  
 
 
Emergency nature: 
 

1. The current code language has the potential for unintended installations and consequences. There is unclear 

guidance for both the installation and inspection of a proper circuit vented system. Misapplication could 

result in a health and safety hazard. For example, without sizing guidance an improper circuit vent size 

could result in compromising trap seals for fixtures connected to the horizontal branch. Another 

misapplication would be combining floor outlet fixtures with above floor fixtures using the same circuit 

vent. The current code language allows any combination of fixtures without discrimination to have the 

same circuit vent. This could result in a system that is improperly vented and sized.  

 

 
 
 

   
 

Figure 1 Circuit Vent      Figure 2 Trap Distance    
  

 



   
 
Figure 3 Multiple Circuit Vented Branches  Figure 4 Relief Vent 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I hereby grant IAPMO all and full rights in copyright, in this proposal, and I understand that I acquire no 
rights in any publication of IAPMO in which this proposal appears in this or another similar or analogous 
form. 
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